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This paper investigates transformations in the construction and expression of gender ideolo-
gies in the Basin ofMexico from the lateMiddle Formative through Classic periods (approx.
800 BC–AD 600). Ceramic figurines from the sites of Teotihuacan, Axotlan, Cerro Portezuelo
and Huixtoco are used to explore how elements of gender were constructed and communi-
cated in the region over the course of a millennium, and how these practices underwent a
transformation during the emergence and expansion of the Teotihuacan state. During the
Formative periods, the selection, combination, or omission of sexual attributes in associ-
ation with decorative elements such as jewellery formed a flexible strategy for depicting a
variety of social identities across the Basin of Mexico. The emergence of the Teotihuacan fig-
urine style in the Terminal Formative period brought with it significant changes to the way
figurine bodies were formed—sexual attributes disappeared and were replaced with increas-
ingly elaborate clothing and jewellery as the figurine corpus diversified into multiple types.
Although relative rates of depictions of feminine and masculine figurines shifted over time,
in no period were figurines limited to a binary set of depictions, indicating diverse social
identities and gender ideologies in the Basin of Mexico over time.

Ancient figurines offer a method for investigating less
tangible elements of human cultures such as gen-
der and ideological systems and can illuminate slow-
moving transformations in these systems over ex-
tended periods of time. Anthropomorphic figurines
from the Basin of Mexico from the late Middle Forma-
tive through Classic periods (approx. 800 bc–ad 600)
are the most numerous depictions of the human form.
As such, they have a unique ability to provide us with
a glimpse into how people perceived and constructed
the social world around them, particularly during the
emergence of Teotihuacan, the first state-level society
in the region.

This paper considers figurine bodies as assem-
blages and examines the ways in which they were
constructed, formed and decorated, and how they re-
lated to and formed larger figurine assemblages on
the community and regional levels. Bodies are rec-
ognized as a locus of identity formation in the an-

thropological literature, an important component of
which is a person’s gender. Recent work on prehis-
toric gender systems (Robb & Harris 2018) has com-
plicated theways that archaeologists should approach
the study of gender, particularly in prehistoric soci-
eties. Rather than assuming a continuous scheme of
gender conceptualization rooted in the same narrow
range ofmarkers in the physical body, I consider what
components were included in the shaping and orna-
menting of figurine bodies over time, drawing on the
anthropological literature on both gender and assem-
blage theory.

Visual imagery is a locale for the creation and
recreation of cultural beliefs, and the act of rep-
resentation is inherently linked to the discursive
process of gender construction. Ancient gender ide-
ologies, therefore, are subject to inquiries through
images such as figurines that were part of the ac-
tive construction of gender ideological systems. This
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article analyses four figurine assemblages from the
Basin of Mexico with the goal of examining how
the construction and representation of gender shifted
over time. The analysis focuses on how physical and
decorative elements were selected and employed to
varying effect and preserved or abandoned over time.
Adiachronic,multi-site comparison into the strategies
used to convey gender through figurines reveals how
social identities were shaped, communicated and val-
ued in Basin of Mexico society over the course of a
millennium, and how gender ideologies responded to
the emergence of a regional hierarchical polity.

Although much research has been conducted on
the Teotihuacan state from the perspective of the core,
the regional effects of Teotihuacan’s rise are less well
understood, particularly theways inwhich rural com-
munities interacted on social, religious and ideologi-
cal levels with Teotihuacan. The figurines cannot be
‘read’ as accurate records of past social realities, but
they do reflect salient elements of ideological systems
and were active constituents in the formulation and
performance of the beliefs, values and ideas therein.
Identifying these values has important implications
for our understanding of Teotihuacan social and rit-
ual life, and in what ways the emergence of the Teoti-
huacan state affected gender ideologies in its regional
orbit.

Gender and the transition to state-level societies

As a constitutive part of a person’s identity, gender
is a fundamental element of human social interaction
and sets foundations, rules and boundaries for so-
cial life. Historically, gender has been viewed as a so-
cially constructed feature of identity that frequently
(if imperfectly) maps directly onto biological cate-
gories, and late twentieth-century anthropologists in-
vestigated the nature of the sexual division of labour
and state formation. The emergence of state-level so-
cieties was thought to have had a detrimental impact
onwomen’s status (e.g. Gailey 1985;MacKinnon 1982;
Sacks 1976), but the universalizing view of the causal
relationship between the rise of hierarchical societies
and women’s loss of social power was contested even
by scholars within the second-wave movement (Sil-
verblatt 1988).

More recently, feminist and queer archaeology
has complicated simple and dichotomous conceptual-
izations of gender, and on-going work has questioned
the androcentric, Western-centric and heteronorma-
tive narratives of disciplinary tradition. Current in-
vestigations of ancient gender systems in hierarchi-
cal societies focus on individual experience, agency
and subjectivity (Spencer-Wood 2011)—although the

nature of the ancient individual is subject to debate
(Insoll 2007; Knapp& van Dommelen 2008)—and rec-
ognize the diverse ways in which gender intersects
with other social dimensions such as age, class, race
and sexuality (Brumfiel 2007; Moral 2016; Schmidt
& Voss 2000; Voss 2008). The result has been an in-
creased scholarly awareness of the diversity of expe-
riences within and between genders, and the partic-
ulars of gender formation, expression, relationships
(Meskell 1998) and structures of power in unique his-
torical contexts (Geller 2009a,b; Meskell 2002; Nelson
2004; 2006; 2007; Sweely 1999;Wylie 2007). The impact
of socio-political transformations on gender ideolo-
gies remains an important area of archaeological re-
search, but we must examine each society with a sen-
sitivity to unique configurations of gender that were
variable across time and space.

A person’s gender identity is the result of a life-
long discursive process of creation and performance
through specific actions, gestures and alterations of
the body (Butler 1993; 1999). Human societies have di-
verse, variously configured gender systems (e.g. Hol-
limon 2000; Roscoe 1998), and incorporating gender
into archaeological studies is not merely a matter of
methodological visibility, but involves a review of our
assumptions regarding the relative visibility of differ-
ent genders in the archaeological record and the ap-
propriate data necessary for studying such categories,
which has also been subject to change across human
history (Conkey & Gero 1991; Robb & Harris 2018).

Recent work by Robb and Harris (2018) further
complicates archaeological investigations of gender
by convincingly arguing that EuropeanNeolithic gen-
der was radically different from later systems. They
propose that gender throughout human history has
shifted from contextually specific to generally ob-
served cross-contextual systems as societies became
increasingly complex and hierarchical. The implica-
tions of these findings are that gender in prehistoric
societies may have been strikingly different than in
later periods, but also that the same evidence we use
to study gender in later societies may not be appropri-
ate to investigating earlier systems.

Assemblages of representations: making and
studying gender through images

Ancient visual imagery is an important source of evi-
dence on how past societies communicated their be-
liefs about their social world (Brumfiel 1996; 2007;
Gero & Scattolin 2002, 163). As Gell (1998) cogently
argued in his action-centred approach to an anthro-
pology of art, art objects exist as part of a system of ac-
tions and reactions, and can act as agents themselves,
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thereby altering the behaviour of other agents. This
provides an alternate way of conceptualizing the role
of figurative art in social practice and expands the in-
terpretive possibilities beyond purely symbolic, aes-
thetic, or functional approaches.

Embodiment is a popular framework for the
interpretation of ancient figurative art (Joyce 2003;
2005), and is complementary to Gell’s formulation of
art objects as potential agents. The human body is
an important site of identity formation, and modifi-
cations made to the body are akin to donning a ‘social
skin’ that serve both generative and identifying func-
tions (Fisher & Loren 2003, 225). Bodily features, both
natural and artificial (e.g., dress, ornamentation, jew-
ellery, etc.), are markers of social identity and consti-
tutive parts of the process of socialization and the em-
bodiment of social identity (Conkey & Hastorf 1990;
Hegmon 1992; Hodder 1990; Joyce 2000; Lee 2000;
2015). Visual imagery, including figurines, is material
performance of ideas about social identity, and the
use, exchange, and ultimate disposal of such imagery
is part of the active negotiation of social and gendered
identities (Bachand et al. 2003; Joyce 2004).

These ideas have informed countless studies of
gender in archaeological contexts; however, an impor-
tant omission from this body of work is a clear and
cogent way of making sense of diversity and change
within the materials we use to study topics such as
gender. The problem is compounded in studies that
consider such topics over long lengths of time, or
across distances of variable size. Assemblage theory,
however, has emerged in recent years as a viable the-
oretical option to considering change and difference
in regional and longitudinal assemblages.

Assemblages are a familiar concept to archae-
ologists, typically understood to mean aggregations
of things based on either their apparent material or
stylistic similarities or their association in space and
time (Hamilakis & Jones 2017, 77). Yet the perceived
similarity in objects that ‘belong’ to an assemblage,
particularly in the typological sense, can have the ef-
fect of masking, or at least devaluing, important dif-
ference within those materials. By relying on typolo-
gies as part of our descriptive and analytical pro-
cess, we necessarily privilege sameness over differ-
ence, which can hinder our understanding of the di-
versity of artefacts and how they relate to objects out-
side the typological assemblage (Crellin 2017; Jones
2017). An analysis of visual imagery in particular ben-
efits from an approach that does not focus on similar-
ities alone.

Assemblage theory is an attempt to problema-
tize our understanding of what an assemblage is and
what it can tell us. It stems from the philosophies of

GillesDeleuze and FelixGuattari, revisited byManuel
DeLanda (2006) and others (e.g. Crellin 2017; Hami-
lakis 2017; Hamilakis & Jones 2017; Jones 2017). For
example, building on Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987)
work on the concepts of repetition and differentia-
tion, that of Jones (2017) complicates the concepts of
style and type in archaeological investigations. In his
study of British Neolithic art motifs on small deco-
rated objects, Jones (2017) finds that such motifs ref-
erenced motifs on other materials across regions, con-
necting local communities through shared regional
practices. Inter- and intra-referential motifs created a
multi-scalar assemblage within British Neolithic art,
whichwould not have been noticed if the analysiswas
constricted by artefact types. Similarly, particular ob-
jects in British Bronze Age burials were continually
selected and used in conjunction with each other be-
cause of their ‘specific efficacy’, which together cre-
ated an ‘affective field’ in the funerary assemblages
(Fowler 2017, 104). The affective fieldsweremultiscale
assemblages that included a wide range of artefacts,
materials and practices together in specific historical
and temporal locations.

Crellin’s (2017) discussion of change in archae-
ological assemblages is particularly relevant to the
present topic. Rather than treat cultural and mate-
rial change in punctuated, step-wise fashion as many
typologies implicitly do, Crellin (2017, 118) argues
packaging, or ‘black boxing’, complex assemblages
of artefacts into types that periodically give way to
new types and assemblages masks the dynamic pro-
cess of change, which is rooted in historical processes
and is rarely sudden or complete. Considering how
change manifested in local, gradual and incomplete
ways complicates our investigation and the resulting
understanding of history and culture.

The premise of assemblage theory is the capac-
ity of objects to be perceived, valued, used and stud-
ied in differentways,which provides theoretical room
to consider the myriad ways that relationships be-
tween objects were constructed and are interpreted.
Such thinking has redefined the way that archaeolo-
gists can conceive of an assemblage by both expand-
ing it and contracting it. Many objects can form an as-
semblage through a network of relationships, but a
single object—a human body, or a representation of
one, for example—can also be an assemblage (Crellin
2017, 113). In that case, the constituent features of said
object and the way they relate to other features on
similar objects complicate our use of typologies and
our interpretation of relationships between objects
(Jones 2017). Assemblage theory allows the archae-
ologist to move between multiple scales of analysis,
moving from the individual object as an assemblage of
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features to a regional assemblage of objects forged by
the intentional relationships between objects (Crellin
2017; DeLanda 2006).

If we consider individual figurines as assem-
blages of features that result from a plurality of
choices, but which also form larger-scale assemblages
with other figurines within and between regional
communities, then a diachronic analysis of variability
in anthropomorphic figurines can reveal how changes
gradually accumulated, and what the significance of
such changes might be. In this case, the objective is
not to shoehorn figurines into stylistic typologies or
preconceived categories, but rather to make sense of
variability and change within local and regional as-
semblages.

In the current project, by looking at figurine bod-
ies in a diachronic comparative analysis, certain prop-
erties become emergent, which expands our analy-
sis beyond the scope of typological belonging. Since
representations of the human form are rarely faithful
renderings of every detail, the ways that ancient arti-
sans shaped bodies reveal salient elements of relevant
ideologies. Depictions of human bodies were part of
the active and on-going process of embodiment and
socialization, and can inform archaeologists on cul-
tural beliefs about the body and its articulation with
various social identities (Bahrani 2001; German 2000;
Graff 2014). The interaction between different natu-
ral and cultural attributes on figurine bodies reveals
that elements of local gender ideologies were signif-
icantly transformed in Basin of Mexico society over
the course of a millennium, concurrent with the emer-
gence and expansion of the Teotihuacan state.

The Teotihuacan state and sites under investigation

Located in the northeastern Basin of Mexico, Teoti-
huacan was a multi-ethnic metropolis that ruled an
eponymous expansive state from approximately 200
to 600 ad (Figs. 1 & 2). The city was characterized
by massive civic-ceremonial monuments, centralized
planning and a large urban population that lived
in over 2000 multi-family apartment compounds
(Cowgill 2015; Millon 1973; Nichols 2016). Archaeo-
logical investigations have explored the religious and
civic monuments of the city and multiple apartment
compounds, increasing our understanding of various
facets of Teotihuacan society (e.g. Cabrera Castro et al.
1991; Manzanilla 1993; 1996; 2012; Sugiyama & Cabr-
era Castro 2007; Sugiyama et al. 2013; White et al.
2004).

Recent studies and reviews highlight that it re-
mains unclear how Teotihuacan administered its hin-
terland in the Basin of Mexico, but that the nature of

Figure 1. Basin of Mexico map showing the sites under
investigation.

the socio-political relationship between the state and
rural communities in the region may have been vari-
able (Clayton 2013; Nichols 2016; Nichols et al. 2013).
It remains uncertain to what extent daily life in rural
communities emulated that of the city of Teotihuacan
(Manzanilla 2004), and the degree of commonalities
in terms of ideological and ritual practices, although
Teotihuacan’s borrowing of cultural elements from
its neighbours is well documented (Carballo 2007;
Uruñuela & Plunket 2007).

Figurines are the single most common form of
figurative art from the Basin of Mexico and repre-
sent an invaluable source of information on how so-
cial identity, and themyriad elements that constituted
it, were constructed in ancient centralMexico. The fig-
urines analysed for this study came from four differ-
ent urban and rural contexts. The urban assemblage
is from the city of Teotihuacan; the three rural assem-
blages are from the sites of Axotlan, Cerro Portezuelo
and Huixtoco, which have all been covered by mod-
ern urban expansion since their excavation. The anal-
ysis of recovered materials is our only option for fur-
ther investigation of these sites.
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Figure 2. General chronology and ceramic phases for the Basin of Mexico.

The Teotihuacan assemblage was generated
through an ambitious survey and mapping project in
the 1960s and ’70s, which surveyed the urban zone of
Teotihuacan and produced an enormous surface col-
lection of materials, including ceramic figurines (Mil-
lon 1973). The current study sampled 10 sq. km, ap-
proximately 25 per cent of the total area of the site,
in a stratified random sample of 40 500×500 m grid
squares (Fig. 3).

Axotlan is located approximately 40 km to the
west of Teotihuacan in the Cuautitlan region (Fig. 1).
Salvage excavations revealed Early Classic period ar-
chitecture, artefacts and burials that strongly argued
for a close relationship with Teotihuacan (Clayton

2013; García Chávez et al. 2004). The team uncovered
several apartment compounds arranged in the char-
acteristic Teotihuacan orientation of 15° east of north,
each containing the full range of standard Classic
Teotihuacan ceramic wares and ritual artefacts such
as candeleros, composite censers and ceramic figurines
(García Chávez et al. 2015). The excavations did not
locate any Formative period structures, leading some
scholars to believe that the site was settled as part of
an active rural resettlement programme by the Teoti-
huacan state (Clayton 2013, 90; García Chávez et al.
2015); however, Middle through Terminal Formative
ceramics and figurines were found all over the site
(García Chávez et al. 2004, 35, 144). The picture that
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Figure 3. Teotihuacan Mapping Project site map with sampled grid squares highlighted (adapted from Millon 1973).

has emerged from research on Axotlan is of a commu-
nity with strong economic and social ties to the core
during the Teotihuacan period.

Cerro Portezuelo is in the Texcoco region 40 km
south of Teotihuacan and was occupied from the Late
Formative to Postclassic (Nichols et al. 2013). The site
was explored in the 1950s by George Brainerd, and
subsequently by Nicholson and Hicks (1961; Hicks
2013). Excavation of a Teotihuacan-period platform
revealed several ceramics caches and burials (Hicks
2013), but no domestic structures were located or
explored, and we do not know whether there were
Teotihuacan-style apartment compounds at the site.
Recent studies of recovered artefacts suggest that, al-
though Cerro Portezuelo displayed evidence of in-
teraction with Teotihuacan and was likely politically
subordinate to it, it does not appear to have had as
strong a cultural tie to Teotihuacan as did Axotlan
(Clayton 2013; Nichols et al. 2013).

Huixtoco is in the Chalco region 44 km south
of Teotihuacan. Salvage excavations revealed Forma-
tive and Teotihuacan period domestic architecture, in-
cluding a Tlamimilolpa period apartment compound
(Gamboa Cabezas & García Sánchez 2015; García
Chávez et al. 2015). The compound resembled the ur-
ban compounds of Teotihuacan in a variety of ways:
it was oriented 15° east of north, the roomswere gath-
ered around a shared patio with evidence of an al-
tar and the building incorporated a typical drainage
system, the extension of which suggests the presence
of other compounds at this site (García Chávez et al.
2015, 427). Burial patterns and practices strongly re-
sembled those of Teotihuacan, and at least one of these
burials included Thin Orange ceramics—an impor-
tant Teotihuacan export. These findings indicate the
presence of a Formative through Teotihuacan period
occupation, and an Early Classic community at Huix-
toco with strong cultural ties to the core of the state.
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Gender in the Teotihuacan state

Gender has been an important subject of research at
Teotihuacan for the past half-century; however, the
nature of Teotihuacan gender ideologies is still de-
bated, particularly in the rural periphery. Some have
argued that gender was not an important factor in
structuring relations at Teotihuacan (e.g. De Lucia
2008), and certain evidence indeed points to a less
rigid gender hierarchy than in other contemporary
societies. De Lucia (2008) argues that group identity
and community affiliation was a more salient struc-
turing principle than individual identity and gender
in Classic period Teotihuacan, and apartment com-
pounds are known to have been an important space
for economic, ritual and social interaction (De Lucia
2008, 30).

Sempowski (1994) has argued that women in
Teotihuacan society had less social standing thanmen
based on the observation that female skeletons on av-
erage had fewer grave goods than male skeletons;
however, Clayton’s (2009; 2011) investigations indi-
cate that the status of men and women in Teotihua-
can societywas variable and dependent on social, eco-
nomic and temporal contexts. In her comparison of
mortuary practices in several urban apartment com-
pounds and one compound atAxotlan, Clayton found
that, even though female burials were less likely than
male burials to have associated grave goods, the dif-
ference was not statistically significant. The signifi-
cant difference occurred in rates of grave goods be-
tween locales, as well as several other elements of
mortuary practice. A comparison of the full range
of associated burial behaviours does not support the
idea of a strict and uniform gender hierarchy; more
striking is the internal variation in practices within
Teotihuacan society.

Figurines in the Basin of Mexico from the Middle
Formative to Classic periods

Ceramic figurines were a ubiquitous feature of Basin
ofMexico cultures from theMiddle Formative to Post-
classic periods (c. 1000 bc–ad 1500), and there is a
robust body of research on Mesoamerican figurines
(e.g. Brumfiel 1996; Faust & Halperin 2009; Lesure
2011; 2015; Vaillant 1930; 1931; Vaillant & Vaillant
1934). Millions of Teotihuacan figurines were likely
produced between the Terminal Formative and Clas-
sic periods (Barbour 1975), yet there is a perplex-
ing lack of scholarly publications on Teotihuacan fig-
urines, apart from dissertations (e.g. Barbour 1975;
Goldsmith 2000; Scott 1994; Sullivan 2007; cf. Scott
2001).

Ceramic figurines in the Basin of Mexico can be
hand-made ormoulded. Formative figurines were ex-
clusively hand-made, but moulds became the dom-
inant method of production when they were de-
veloped during the Early Classic period (c. 250–350
ad). Hand-modelled bodies continued to be produced
through the Classic but were combinedwithmoulded
heads and headdresses. Many figurines were origi-
nally painted, but few retain their pigment.Method of
production ismoderately helpful in phasingTeotihua-
can period figurine fragments, but stylistic attributes
are the most accepted way of dating for all periods.
I draw on the Hay-Vaillant system for dating Mid-
dle and Late Formative figurines (Vaillant 1930; 1931),
and on theworks ofGoldsmith (2000),Montoya (2001)
and Scott (2001) for Teotihuacan period figurines.

Figurines were a constant presence in Forma-
tive and Teotihuacan period sites in the Basin of
Mexico and their use appears to have been diverse.
Formative figurines are found in domestic spaces,
middens and burials, and while evidence of produc-
tion is scarce, it is generally assumed that they were
produced within households (Lesure 2011; Marcus
2009). Evidence from the neighbouring region of Tlax-
cala indicates that Formative figurines were widely
circulated within and outside the Basin (Lesure 2015),
and although local stylistic features occurred, there
was a remarkable level of cohesion in terms of subject
matter and style between distant sites.

Production of figurines within Teotihuacan is
known to have occurred in both attached and inde-
pendent workshops; a workshop adjacent to the Ciu-
dadela producedmultiple types of moulded figurines
among other ritually important ceramics (such as the-
atre censers), suggesting the involvement of elite or
state officials in figurine production, butmultiple sites
of independent production have also been discov-
ered in apartment compounds across the city (Bar-
bour 1975; Cabrera Castro et al. 1991; Sugiyama 2002;
Sullivan 2007), and there is compelling evidence that
at least some rural sites produced figurines as well.
Teotihuacan period figurines are typically found bro-
ken and in secondary contexts such as architectural
fill, or in courtyards and other domestic spaces (Gold-
smith 2000; Scott 2001). Although they have been
found in mortuary contexts, they never appear in
more than a quarter of burials at any compound (Clay-
ton 2009; Linné 1934; Sempowski 1994; Manzanilla
1993), and caching does not appear to have been
the primary use, given the paucity of this behaviour
(cf. Rodriguez Sanchez & Delgado Rubio 1997).
The primary use of Teotihuacan figurines, therefore,
seems to have been in quotidian or domestic ritual
activities.
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Domestic ritual at Teotihuacan was centred in
the shared patios of apartment compounds, which
typically held altars and a range of ritually associ-
ated material objects including theatre censers, tem-
ple models, Huehueteotl statuettes, candeleros, effigy
vessels and figurines (Manzanilla 2002). Certain fig-
urine types are associated with termination and aban-
donment rituals and are found near apartment com-
pound altars (Cabrera Cortés 2011, 275). Furthermore,
the disappearance of many of the above artefact types
after the collapse of Teotihuacan suggests that do-
mestic ritual was strongly aligned with state religion
(Cowgill 1997). The specific uses for the full range of
figurine types are not well understood, but that is not
a complete barrier to their use in archaeological stud-
ies, since they still reflect salient beliefs and priorities
(Brumfiel 2001, 305).

The data for this study were generated by a
larger diachronic study of ritual diversity and changes
in figurine use in the Basin of Mexico (Hagerman
2018). Between all four sites under investigation, over
9000 figurine fragments were analysed, the majority
of which were from Teotihuacan. Here, I report those
figurines that could be confidently phased, concen-
trating on torso fragments (n=2045) as they contain
many features relevant to this study and provide a
larger sample size to work with compared to heads,
which are typically separated from the bodies and are
curated at higher rates, leaving many surface collec-
tions with lower head counts. Sample sizes for some
periods and sites are unfortunately quite small; how-
ever, in the aggregate a clear pattern emerges in the re-
gion as different features including sexual attributes,
jewellery and clothing were adopted and rejected by
figurine makers over time.

The selection and depiction of sexual attributes on
figurines

Diachronic variationswere observed inmultipleways
in the regional figurine assemblages, but the variation
and changes in the presence, selection and combina-
tion of sexual attributes were particularly noticeable.
Sexual attributes on figurine torsos were most com-
mon during the Formative periods andweremade us-
ing various techniques, including modelling the clay
during the initial formation of the torso, subsequent
appliquéing or incising, or a combination of all tech-
niques.

Gynomorphic characteristics such as breasts,
pregnant abdomens, pubic triangles and vulvae were
common, especially in the earlier periods under con-
sideration (Fig. 4); however, theywere not ubiquitous.
Several instances of andromorphic features (n=5)

were recorded at two of the sites, but were tempo-
rally restricted to theMiddle and early Late Formative
(Fig. 5), and torsos without any sexual attributes were
found at moderate to high rates in every period.

Sexual attributes were most common on Middle
and Late Formative period figurines (Table 1). During
the Middle Formative, nearly half of all figurine tor-
sos in the study had at least one sexual attribute: this
was mostly due to their prevalence at Huixtoco, how-
ever, where almost two-thirds of the torsos had sexual
attributes of some kind. In the same period, sexual at-
tributes were also found on figurines at Axotlan and
Cerro Portezuelo, but the sample sizes were too low
to speak about relative prevalence. NoMiddle Forma-
tive torsos were found at Teotihuacan.

Although the common occurrence of diverse sex-
ual attributes during the Middle Formative is strik-
ing, equally striking is the fact that over half of the
figurine torsos did not have sexual attributes of any
kind—andromorphic or gynomorphic. Breakage has
potentially increased this number somewhat; how-
ever, enough of the torsos were sufficiently intact to
give us a reasonable idea that they did not originally
contain sexual attributes. Although the frequency of
sexual attributes might lead many to focus on their
potential significance, it is equally important to keep
in mind that they were not present on the major-
ity of figurine bodies. Such bodies were formed and
shaped along similar lines, made in similar sizes and
received similar surface treatments, except for the ab-
sence of sexual attributes. The absence of sexual at-
tributes was a purposeful omission by figurine mak-
ers who formed figurines that stylistically resonated
in many ways with figurines that did have such at-
tributes. All these figurines should be seen as inten-
tional elements of the same assemblages.

The rate of sexual attributes on figurines rose
to 60 per cent in the Late Formative before declin-
ing steeply in the subsequent period. Counts were
extremely low at Cerro Portezuelo and Teotihuacan;
however, both sites did yield torsos with sexual at-
tributes. Counts were higher in the Axotlan andHuix-
toco assemblages and sexual attributes were preva-
lent.

The regional rate of sexual attributes dropped
dramatically in the Terminal Formative period, when
only 7 per cent of figurines in the Basin of Mexico had
any evidence of such attributes. The highest rate of
sexual attributes occurred at Cerro Portezuelo, where
a quarter of figurines had some sort of sexual at-
tribute, but there were six times as many examples in
the much larger Teotihuacan assemblage, where the
relative rate was much lower. All sexual attributes
ceased by the end of the Terminal Formative at all
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Figure 4. Middle and Late Formative gynomorphic sexual attributes from Huixtoco (top row) and Axotlan (middle row),
and Terminal Formative gynomorphs from Teotihuacan (bottom row.) (Drawings: K. Hagerman.)

sites; no sexual attributes occurred after that point on
nude or clothed torsos.

Measuring the presence or absence of sexual at-
tributes only scratches the surface of what was a
highly complex and variable system of representa-
tion. Diachronic variations were observed in the fre-
quency and combination of different sexual attributes,
indicating potential changes in preferences over time
(Table 2). During the Middle Formative, breasts were
by far themost common attribute overall, followed by

a few other primary and secondary sexual character-
istics. Although breasts remained the most frequently
encountered attribute in the Late Formative, other gy-
nomorphic attributes including pregnant torsos, pu-
bic triangles and vulvae became much more com-
mon at Axotlan and Huixtoco—the counts were ex-
tremely low at the other two sites during this period—
and four examples of andromorphic attributes were
found in the Huixtoco assemblage. These sexual char-
acteristics were not evenly distributed across the sites,
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Figure 5. Middle and Late Formative andromorphic figurines from Axotlan (left) and Huixtoco (middle and right).
(Drawings: K. Hagerman.)

however, which could be an effect of low counts in
several of the sites but could also indicate a degree
of local preferences for certain attributes at different
sites.

Co-occurrence of sexual attributes was limited to
the Middle through Terminal Formative periods, and
was most common in the Late Formative (Table 3).
Furthermore, most cases occurred in Huixtoco, where
five different combinations of sexual attributes were
observed, although several combinations were more
prevalent, indicating that these may have been com-
mon arrangements. Even though sexual attributes
were common at the other sites, co-occurrence was
low at Axotlan and Cerro Portezuelo and entirely ab-
sent in the Teotihuacan assemblage.

A clear indication of preference can be seen in
the Terminal Formative as both the frequency and the
range of sexual attributes declined. With only one ex-
ception at Cerro Portezuelo, primary sexual character-
istics disappeared. Breasts and pregnant torsos were
virtually the only sexual attributes present during this
period and occurred in high numbers at both Cerro
Portezuelo and Teotihuacan. Interestingly, although
depictions of breasts and pregnant torsos were com-
mon in the early Teotihuacan assemblage, the two at-
tributes were never observed to co-occur—a possi-
ble confound to the interpretation of distended torsos
representing pregnancy at the site.

Style and ornamentation in bodily representations

When sexual attributes and forms of bodily ornamen-
tation such as jewellery and clothing were considered
together as variable schemes of depicting elements of

social identity, some interesting patterns emerged in
the ways in which physical attributes and ornamen-
tation were employed over time (Table 4). Sexual at-
tributes as a representational strategy were quickly
abandoned during the growth of Teotihuacan as a re-
gional power in the Terminal Formative, replaced by
jewellery and clothing as markers of social and gen-
dered identities.

Sexual attributes and jewellery were both fea-
tures that could be employed, combined, or omitted
on figurine bodies, and there was not a consistent pat-
tern of doing so in the Formative periods (Table 4). In
the Middle Formative period, the most common rep-
resentational choice was figurines with no sexual at-
tributes or jewellery, followed by jewellery combined
with sexual attributes or jewellery alone, and sexual
attributes alone were the least common mode of rep-
resentation. In the Late Formative, sexual attributes
alone became the most popular mode of represen-
tation, followed by neither jewellery nor sexual at-
tributes; the two conditions that included jewellery
were the least common.

The preponderance of plain torsos in the Ter-
minal Formative period contrasted sharply with ear-
lier periods. Most figurines had no sexual attributes
or jewellery and the second most common choice
was jewellery alone. In the Early Classic, jewellery
became increasingly common on figurines, and in-
dividual figurines wore more elaborate jewellery
than in any of the Formative periods (Figs. 6 &
7). By the Classic, only one figurine type (i.e. war-
riors) did not wear jewellery—all others routinely
wore large amounts, including multiple collars and
earspools.
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Table 1. Rates of sexual attributes on figurine torsos by period and site
(AXT=Axotlan; CPZ=Cerro Portezuelo; HXT= Huixtoco; TEO= Teotihuacan).

Period Site Sexual
attributes

None/
unknown

Total
torsos

% Torsos with
sexual attributes

Middle
Formative

AXT 2 16 18 11% (2)

CPZ 1 1 2 50% (1)

HXT 18 11 29 62% (18)

TEO

Total 21 28 49

% 43% 57% 100%

Late
Formative

AXT 12 9 21 57% (12)

CPZ 1 1 2 50% (1)

HXT 48 31 79 61% (48)

TEO 2 1 3 67% (2)

Total 63 42 105

% 60% 40% 100%

Terminal
Formative

AXT 1 22 23 4% (1)

CPZ 8 25 33 24% (8)

HXT

TEO 50 737 787 6% (50)

Total 59 784 843

% 7% 93% 100%

Early
Classic

AXT 41 41

CPZ 13 13

HXT

TEO 366 366

Total 420 420

% 51% 100%

Classic

AXT 56 56

CPZ 10 10

HXT 3 3

TEO 559 559

Total 628 628

% 100% 100%

The presence of sexual attributes was inversely
correlated with clothing over time, indicating a
change in the strategy for representing bodies and a
potential change in ideas about social and gendered
identities (Table 5; Fig. 8). Although clothing and sex-
ual attributes were not mutually exclusive, they were
only combined in a minority of cases (n=15) during
the periods in question. Clothing was present in ev-
ery period, although during the Middle and Late For-
mative periods it occurred on only 5 per cent of fig-
urines and was most commonly a simple appliquéd
belt. During the Middle Formative, clothing was lim-
ited to figurines from Huixtoco, and then appeared
in small numbers at Axotlan in the Late Formative.
There was no clothing found in the Cerro Portezuelo

or Teotihuacan assemblages until the Terminal Forma-
tive.

During the Terminal Formative, the overall rate
of clothing increased to 29 per cent, and new styles
of clothing emerged. Masculine clothing such as belts
and loincloths became increasingly common and elab-
orate (Fig. 7). The increase in masculine clothing dur-
ing the Terminal Formative is interesting, since gy-
nomorphic sexual attributes continued to be em-
ployed in the regional assemblages. And 18 examples
of quechquemitls or huipils (traditional feminine gar-
ments) were found on Terminal Formative figurines,
almost exclusively at Teotihuacan.

Nearly half of all figurine torsos wore cloth-
ing by the Early Classic. Masculine attire such as
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Table 2. Counts and rates of different sexual attributes by site and period
(AXT=Axotlan; CPZ=Cerro Portezuelo; HXT= Huixtoco; TEO= Teotihuacan).

Period Site Breasts Pregnant Pubic
triangle

Vulva Penis Total
attributes

Middle
Formative

AXT 1 1 1 3

CPZ 1 1

HXT 17 1 18

TEO

Total 19 1 1 1 22

% 86% 5% 5% 5% 100%

Late
Formative

AXT 7 3 2 12

CPZ 1 1

HXT 28 11 4 16 4 63

TEO 2 2

Total 38 14 6 16 4 78

% 49% 18% 8% 21% 5% 100%

Terminal
Formative

AXT 1 1

CPZ 7 1 1 9

HXT

TEO 23 27 50

Total 30 29 1 60

% 50% 48% 2% 100%

Early
Classic

AXT

CPZ

HXT

TEO

Classic

AXT

CPZ

HXT

TEO

Table 3. Counts and rates of the co-occurrence of sexual attributes on figurine torsos by site and period (AXT=Axotlan; CPZ=Cerro
Portezuelo; HXT= Huixtoco; TEO= Teotihuacan).

Period Site Breasts
Vulva

Breasts
Pregnant

Breasts
Pregnant
Vulva

Pregnant
Vulva

Pregnant
Pubic
triangle

Pubic
triangle
Breasts

Total
torsos
with
sexual

attributes

Total cases
of co-

occurrence

Rate of co-
occurrence

Middle
Formative

AXT 1 2 1 50%

CPZ 1

HXT 18

TEO

Late
Formative

AXT 2 1 12 3 25%

CPZ 1

HXT 5 5 1 3 1 48 15 31%

TEO 2

Terminal
Formative

AXT 1

CPZ 1 8 1 13%

HXT

TEO 50
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Figure 6. Teotihuacan feminine figurines. Top: handmade Early Classic figurines from Teotihuacan (left) and Axotlan
(right); bottom: moulded Classic figurines from Huixtoco (left) and Cerro Portezuelo (right). (Drawings: K. Hagerman.)

Table 4. Rates of sexual attributes, jewellery and combinations on
figurine Ttorsos by period (all sites).

Period
Sex

attributes
only

Jewellery
only

Both Neither Total

Middle
Formative 9 12 12 16 49

% 18% 24% 24% 33% 100%

Late
Formative 48 9 15 33 105

% 46% 9% 14% 31% 100%

Terminal
Formative 49 165 10 619 843

% 6% 20% 1% 73% 100%

belts, loincloths, tunics and capes became increas-
ingly elaborate during the Early Classic (Fig. 7). Belts
and loincloths carried extra ornamentation, and some
figurines wore appliquéd clothing resembling pants.
As masculine clothing diversified, representations of
women across the Basin simultaneously became fully
clothed and remarkably standardized, and there was

very little subsequent alteration made to this class
of figurine over the next 300 years. Women invari-
ably wore a huipil (long, dress-like tunic) or skirt and
quechquemitl (a shawl or poncho-like garment that
covers the shoulders)—variations of which formed
the traditional pre-Hispanic outfit for women—with
standardized jewellery, and this became the only vi-
sual language for denoting femininity in figurines
from then on (Fig. 6).

Furthermore, and in contrast to masculine fig-
urines, in some cases the bodies of feminine figurines
were quite literally their clothing. There were two
ways of forming the Early Classic feminine figurine:
one was to make a simple coil body and then attach
thin sheets of clay to the body to form the clothing,
but figurines made in the second method lacked any
internal body and were simply constructed from the
clay slab clothing itself.

The rate of clothing declined somewhat dur-
ing the Classic, but this was due to the emergence
and popularity of articulated and warrior figurines
at Teotihuacan, which never wore clothing (although
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Figure 7. Teotihuacan period masculine figurines. Top: Terminal Formative figurines from Axotlan (left) and Cerro
Portezuelo (right); middle: Early Classic figurines from Teotihuacan; bottom: Classic figurines from Teotihuacan (left,
centre) and Axotlan (right). (Drawings: K. Hagerman.)

articulated figurines wore large amounts of jew-
ellery). Articulated and warrior figurines formed
most of the Classic period Teotihuacan assemblage,
although they were somewhat less common in the ru-
ral sites, and never wore clothing, or had any features
that could be interpreted as sexual attributes. Apart
from these two types, though, Classic figurines invari-
ably wore clothing, and clothed figurines outnum-
bered those without clothing in the rural sites, where
articulated and warrior figurines were less common.

Masculine figurines diversified into multiple
types during the Classic, and mould technology facil-
itated elaborate designs and ornamentation in cloth-
ing and jewellery. Each figurine type had its own rep-

resentational rules and outfits, but therewas variation
within them.Half-conical figurines, for example, typi-
callywore a long tunic, cape and jewellery (Fig. 7, bot-
tom row centre), and some versions were rendered in
rather simple detail, while others had added tassels,
belts, or feathered tunics, and different combinations
of jewellery. Masculine garments increased in num-
ber, diversified in style, and appeared on a number of
distinct figurine types, including, but not limited to,
many of the well-defined types. In this way, mascu-
line garments seem to have been signalling not mas-
culinity itself, but a wider range of social categories,
where gender was only a facet of a more complex
social identity. Classic types were stylistically and
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Table 5. Counts and rates of sexual attributes and clothing on figurines by site and
period (AXT=Axotlan; CPZ=Cerro Portezuelo; HXT= Huixtoco; TEO=
Teotihuacan).

Period Site Sexual
attributes

Clothing

Clothing
and

sexual
attributes

None/
unknown

Total
torsos

Middle
Formative

AXT 2 16 18

CPZ 1 1 2

HXT 15 2 3 9 29

TEO

Total 18 2 3 26 49

% 37% 4% 6% 53% 100%

Late
Formative

AXT 7 1 2 11 21

CPZ 1 1 2

HXT 42 1 5 31 79

TEO 1 1 1 3

Total 51 2 8 44 105

% 49% 2% 8% 42% 100%

Terminal
Formative

AXT 1 9 13 23

CPZ 7 7 1 18 33

HXT 0

TEO 45 218 6 518 787

Total 53 234 7 549 843

% 6% 28% 1% 65% 100%

Early
Classic

AXT 27 14 41

CPZ 7 6 13

HXT 0

TEO 170 196 366

Total 204 216 420

% 49% 51% 100%

Classic

AXT 42 14 56

CPZ 8 2 10

HXT 2 1 3

TEO 129 430 559

Total 181 447 628

% 29% 71% 100%

formally divergent enough, however, that it is diffi-
cult to compare across them, since each type adhered
to unique representational criteria.

Figurines wearing feminine clothing did not dif-
ferentiate into distinct types during the Classic. Fur-
thermore, stylistic elaboration on their clothing was
minimal; sometimes a cape was added, but the com-
bination of a simple huipil and quechquemitl were req-
uisites that were rarely elaborated on (Figs. 6, 9). The
motif of a woman holding a child was virtually the
only commonality between Formative and Classic pe-
riod representations of women (Fig. 9). Even though

sexual attributes were replaced by cultural ones when
constructing the Classic figurine body, the image of
a woman and child was a recurring feature, and in-
terestingly, the child invariably appeared on the left-
hand side of the woman’s body.

Changing ratios of women and men over time

In addition to waning sexual attributes and increas-
ing clothing, there were also fluctuations in the rates
of representations of men and women over time. If
we consider both female sexual characteristics and
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Figure 8. Rates of sexual attributes and clothing on figurines over time (all sites).

Figure 9. Top row: Formative figurines from Huixtoco holding and nursing a child: bottom row: Classic figurines in
huipil and quechquemitl holding children, from Teotihuacan (left, centre) and Axotlan (right). (Drawings: K. Hagerman.)

garments traditionally associated with women as
strategies for depicting women, and male sexual at-
tributes and traditional masculine garments as strate-
gies for depicting men, then it is possible to track the
respective frequencies of representations of men and
women in figurine assemblages over time, the ways
in which these representations changed and the de-

vices used to communicate aspects of social identity
and gender (Table 6). This informs us about gradual
shifts in gender ideology and the changing focus of
ritual practice.

Middle and Late Formative assemblages were
heavily skewed towards representations of women,
relying almost exclusively on biological sexual
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Table 6. Counts and rates of sexual attributes and gendered clothing on figurines by site and period
(AXT=Axotlan; CPZ=Cerro Portezuelo; HXT= Huixtoco; TEO= Teotihuacan).

Period Site
Female
sexual

attributes

Feminine
clothing

Female
attributes

and
clothing

Male
sexual

attributes

Masculine
clothing

None/
unknown

Total
torsos

Middle
Formative

AXT 1 1 16 18

CPZ 1 1 2

HXT 15 3 2 9 29

TEO

Total 17 3 1 2 26 49

% 35% 6% 2% 4% 53% 100%

Late
Formative

AXT 7 2 1 11 21

CPZ 1 1 2

HXT 37 5 4 2 31 79

TEO 1 1 1 3

Total 46 8 4 3 44 105

% 44% 8% 4% 3% 42% 100%

Terminal
Formative

AXT 1 9 13 23

CPZ 7 1 1 6 18 33

HXT

TEO 45 10 6 208 518 787

Total 53 11 7 223 549 843

% 6% 2% 1% 27% 65% 100%

Early
Classic

AXT 23 4 14 41

CPZ 6 1 6 13

HXT

TEO 119 51 196 366

Total 148 56 216 420

% 35% 13% 51% 100%

Classic

AXT 6 36 14 56

CPZ 2 6 2 10

HXT 1 1 1 3

TEO 20 109 430 559

Total 29 152 447 628

% 5% 24% 71% 100%

attributes to convey feminine identity (Table 7;
Fig. 10). Representations of women accounted for 41
per cent of the assemblages in the Middle Forma-
tive and half during the Late Formative. In contrast,
representations of men made up only 6 per cent
of the figurines during the Middle Formative, and
7 per cent during the Late Formative. About half
of Middle and Late Formative figurines did not
have sexual attributes or clothing, however, and so
while representations of women were common, so
too were figurines where gender and sex were not
made explicit through either physical features or
ornamentation. Rather than interpreting these fig-

urines as lacking identifiable attributes, we must be
careful to consider them as deliberate and purposeful
representations—representations of female bodies
were common in these periods, but so were torsos
that lacked these features, and their relative rates
remained rather stable over a long period of time.

A shift occurred in the Terminal Formative when
representations of men rose to triple the rate of
women, and figurines with unknown gender ac-
counted for two-thirds of the assemblage. This pat-
tern was repeated during the Classic period, indicat-
ing that Teotihuacano preferences for figurines were
significantly different from Formative tastes.
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Table 7. Counts and rates of gendered figurine torsos by site and
period (AXT=Axotlan; CPZ=Cerro Portezuelo; HXT= Huixtoco;
TEO= Teotihuacan).

Period Site Feminine Masculine Unknown Total

Middle
Formative

AXT 1 1 16 18

CPZ 1 0 1 2

HXT 18 2 9 29

TEO

Total 20 3 26 49

% 41% 6% 53% 100%

Late
Formative

AXT 9 1 11 21

CPZ 1 1 2

HXT 42 6 31 79

TEO 2 1 3

Total 54 7 44 105

% 51% 7% 42% 100%

Terminal
Formative

AXT 1 9 13 23

CPZ 9 6 18 33

HXT

TEO 61 208 518 787

Total 71 223 549 843

% 8% 26% 65% 100%

Early
Classic

AXT 23 4 14 41

CPZ 6 1 6 13

HXT

TEO 119 51 196 366

Total 148 56 216 420

% 35% 13% 51% 100%

Classic

AXT 6 36 14 56

CPZ 2 6 2 10

HXT 1 1 1 3

TEO 20 109 430 559

Total 29 152 447 628

% 5% 24% 71% 100%

In the Early Classic period, representations of
women briefly (and for the last time) outnumbered
those of men, but the majority of figurines still had
undetermined gender. The poor state of preservation
is potentially responsible for the low numbers of mas-
culine figurines; since masculine attire was frequently
appliquéd and confined to the waist, less of it may
have survived than feminine clothing, which covered
the entire body. It is also possible that clothing was
not as important in marking masculine figures as it
was for feminine figures, and that a figurine lacking
clothing would have been interpreted as masculine.
Equally possible is that a lack of clothing articulated a
more salient function or social identity, and that gen-

der was either not an important component of that
identity, or that it was signalled in other ways that
would have been recognizable to Teotihuacanos. Fi-
nally, the Terminal Formative and Early Classic may
together be interpreted as a time when the criteria
used to construct and communicate ideas about so-
cial identity may have been in flux, and the very ideas
themselves were likely being actively negotiated as
Teotihuacan grew and began to project its power into
the Basin of Mexico.

In the Classic period, representations ofmen out-
numbered those ofwomen by five to one. At Teotihua-
can, images of women were a small minority among
the diffuse types of Classic figurines and made up
less than 4 per cent of the Classic period assemblage.
Women were noticeably more common in the three
rural sites; however, the majority of the Classic pe-
riod regional assemblage did not focus on women or
women’s bodies as an important theme.

Discussion

Gendered images in the Formative periods did not
adhere to a singular manner of depiction within or
between communities. Gender in Formative figurine
bodies was not a simple binary invariably tied to the
same anatomical markings; neither was gender in the
Basin ofMexico at any point during the present study.
It is true that certain sexual attributes seem to have
been important features in marking gender(s), but an
assemblage of features might be arranged on a sin-
gle figurine body, and if we consider the figurine as-
semblage at the level of the community or region,
then there is no fixed pattern of the selection of sexual
attributes, nor their combination with other features
such as jewellery or clothing.

From the Middle through Terminal Formative
periods, nude bodies made up the overwhelmingma-
jority of the regional figurine assemblages. Sexual at-
tributeswere frequently included on Formative torsos
and the different permutations of sexual features var-
ied by figurine within and between site assemblages.
With respect to gynomorphic Formative figurines, it
does not appear that there was a common or static
form being made within or between sites; the vari-
ability in spatial and diachronic distribution of sex-
ual attributes points to subtle differences in regional
figurine traditions across the Basin of Mexico in the
Middle and Late Formative periods.

In addition to the figurines that contained male
or female attributes, there were just as many figurines
that did not contain any such features. I argue that
there were likely multiple features associated with
gender on figurines from the Basin of Mexico, and
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Figure 10. Rates of gendered figurines by period (all sites).

even when sexual attributes were employed in the
Formative, figurines cannot be arranged in a simple
dichotomous pattern using them, or any other fea-
ture. Figurine bodies seeminglywere not formedwith
a narrow range of categories in mind, and as figurines
were produced, used, traded and discarded across the
Basin of Mexico, they were an active part in the for-
mation and communication of embodied social iden-
tities, which were likely diverse and transcended a bi-
nary construction of gender. The ways in which gen-
der factored into the bricolage of social identity, how-
ever, may have been significantly different between
the Formative and Classic periods.

When Teotihuacan-style figurines began to ap-
pear regionally in the Terminal Formative, they were
fundamentally different in several key ways. Teoti-
huacan figurines never went through a period where
sexual attributes were exceedingly common or di-
verse, suggesting disinterest with this form of visual
representation. The transition to fully clothed repre-
sentations of women was a further departure from
Formative figurine traditions. Culturally relevant or-
naments and costumes that adorned the body became
more relevant signs of gendered social identities than
biological features on nude bodies. The Teotihuacan
figurine tradition likely did not include such phys-
ical features because they were not determinants of
how social difference was generated and ascribed, or
because the uses of the figurines did not necessitate
the depiction of such features. The increasing impor-
tance of ostentatious clothing and jewellery on fig-
urines during the Teotihuacan period signals a con-
cern for social position, wealth and, perhaps, occupa-
tion, which is not surprising in a rapidly stratifying
society.

As we examine changes in visual imagery and
their relationship to gender in society, the respec-
tive ‘visibility’ of women and men is important to
consider. As Teotihuacan society became increas-
ingly stratified, feminine figurines became increas-
ingly standardized and rare. The numerous female
figurines in the Formative periods had been spaces
of variation and difference, whereas in Classic Teoti-
huacan society the feminine body was fixed and ex-
tremely limited in terms of allowable variation. Mas-
culine bodies were now the spaces for diversity, elab-
oration and experimentation, and feminine bodies
were rendered in a different visual language, which
prioritized simplicity over the ostentation of contem-
porary masculine figures. The resulting visual effect,
which both mediated and reflected human construc-
tion and perception of the social world, was one of
gendered difference. That is not to claim that women
were second-class citizens in the new order; in fact,
one of themost puzzling aspects of Teotihuacan repre-
sentational art is the apparent lack of images of rulers,
and one would not argue that no one wielded politi-
cal authority in Teotihuacan society.Womenmayhave
been important participants in ritual at the household,
compound, or district level—there is insufficient evi-
dence to conclude one way or another—but the sub-
ject matter of the Classic period figurines indicates
a qualitative difference from Formative assemblages
that likely extends to the ways figurines were used
and perhaps even how women featured in domestic
ritual practice.

We might speak of the efficacy of certain at-
tributes including, but not limited to, sexual attributes
in the Formative, and the efficacy of clothing and jew-
ellery in the Classic, as these were choices that were
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often repeated within local and regional figurine as-
semblages. The selection (or absence as a form of se-
lection) and combination of such traits, however, does
not follow readily discernable patterns that are easily
divided into a limited number of groups. Throughout
the Formative periods, a large portion of the assem-
blages were made up by figurines with no sexual at-
tributes at all, and importantly, this element persisted
in the Teotihuacan style. As the ratios of masculine
and feminine figurines changed and the visual lan-
guage used to express such ideas shifted, a large pro-
portion of the regional assemblages continued to be
made up of figurines that did not clearly fall into sim-
ple masculine/feminine dichotomies based on phys-
ical attributes or ornamentation, and attempts to ar-
range them thisway likely saysmore about the people
doing the sorting than it does about the people who
produced them.

We may never know precisely what social iden-
tities were being represented in Formative and Clas-
sic figurine assemblages, but the diversity of images
across all periods indicates that more was being rep-
resented than essentialized depictions of masculinity
and femininity alone. Nevertheless, the rules of rep-
resentation for aspects of social identity underwent
dramatic changes at the start of the Teotihuacan pe-
riod, some ofwhich strongly point to a revision of gen-
der ideologies in the region. The replacement of nude
bodieswith clothed andheavily ornamented ones and
the proliferation of specific and distinct figurine types
indicates a dramatic change in a component of domes-
tic ritual practice both within the city and in its rural
hinterland.

Conclusion

As the Teotihuacan state developed into a regional
power and Basin society became increasingly hier-
archical, interest in representing the physical body
modified to an emphasis on the socially constructed
person. The changes in the Basin of Mexico figurine
assemblages related to depictions of humans is ev-
idence of a general societal transformation that oc-
curred alongside the emergence of the Teotihuacan
state, which had profound effects on the gender ide-
ologies of regional communities. But, importantly, at
no point do the figurines indicate that gender systems
in the Basin of Mexico were simple, dichotomous af-
fairs. No period or site contained figurines that could
be easily reduced to just ‘men’ and ‘women’, and the
more complex renderings of human bodies at the in-
dividual and regional levels of assemblage reveal an
interest in complex, variable and dynamic social iden-
tities, which changed over time.

Figurines are only one element of a complex ma-
terial culture, and attempting to reconstruct gender
over the course of a millennium using one class of
objects may seem akin to trying to complete a jig-
saw puzzle with only a handful of pieces right side
up. But my goal in discussing these objects in such
a way is that they are an integral, undeniable source
of evidence on how human bodies were perceived
and valued, and how the myriad facets of social and
gendered identity were constructed, maintained, or
changed across space and over long periods of time.
Although they are in themselves insufficient for un-
ravelling the complexities of gender in ancient Basin
of Mexico society, so too are they indispensable in this
pursuit.

Kiri Hagerman
San Jose, CA

USA
Email: khagerman@ucsd.edu
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